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SG901 GSM Network Analyser
The SG901 GSM Network Analyser provides installation technicians with the most advanced GSM modem installation
tool in the industry. Never again will a technician have to guess or hope that the antenna and modem installation was
carried out correctly. It accurately measures and displays all the GSM network information required to determine the
optimum placement of your antenna, ensuring that you will always have a reliable communication link to your
modems. One of the unique features of the SG901 is that it can measure and display the network information of two
GSM networks concurrently. For the first time ever technicians are now able to efficiently and accurately install dual
SIM GSM communication devices. With the optimal installation of the antenna they can be assured that dual SIM
communication devices will be able to reliably communicate when it switch between networks.
The integrated GPS provides accurate location information of where the installation was done thereby eliminating the
need for the technician to carry an additional handheld GPS device.
The SG901 can be charged from a vehicle charger, AC wall charger or the USB port of a laptop ensuring that it will
always be ready for use.
The SG901 Network Analyser is the most important and valuable tool the utility can provide to its installation teams
and every technician should carry one. By preventing sub-standard modem installation practices the use of the SG901
eliminates repeated site visits and the higher-performance of the modems brings significant cost savings to the utility.

TFT colour display with daylight view
Two simultaneous GSM connections
Display signal strength and tower ID of
all visible GSM towers
GPS for accurate location information
Sealed against dust and moisture
Protected against mechanical shock
High quality USB and vehicle charger
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